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 This release brings a long list of improvements and new features to be found in . See the release notes for the full details . New features and changes Project nodes New project nodes allow you to easily generate a project view. If you prefer to work with your project in source code directly, this feature allows you to always view the project in its most familiar form. Project details If you previously
connected to your project in Design or Source, you can now connect to your project in any edition in any project format. These are project details from a previous release. Network section layout The network view now shows connections and properties between components or projects. You can easily compare the layout of a project or component that is connected to it. Report tiles Report tiles now
include a range of color schemes for you to choose from when customizing your reports. Forms In this release, we’ve introduced a visual flow for creating forms. You can now draw forms visually in a Flow Chart like environment. Forms now support screen layouts (Autoshapes) We have provided a new section for Screen Layout. You can choose between a “standard” or “form” layout. The layout is
similar to how you would set the layout of a form in . External shapes We’ve added a “Copy From” option when you are copying shapes from one project to another. This is useful for visualizing the layout you want for your project in a new project. Now you can copy shapes between projects in a simple and clear way. Virtual Ground A popular feature that has been available for some time, you can
now define a virtual ground. Wiring Routes Previously you could define a wiring route by drawing a line. In Design you could do this by using the Wire Route tool. In this release, we’ve added an option in Design to wire a component as well. You can specify a label, width, and color for the connection. The wiring routes feature is now available for component placement and project layout, as well.

Placement Component placement now offers three new options: Embed, Assign to Location, and Leave Component Selection. Component selection can also be done with the Component Selector tool. You can view all components in your project 82157476af
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